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In a recent paper, we described for the first time the effects of fruit on the expression of putative homologues of
genes involved in flowering pathways. It was our aim to provide insight into the molecular mechanisms under-
lying alternate bearing in citrus. However, a bioinformatics-based critique of our and other related papers has
been given by Samach in the preceding Viewpoint article in this issue of Annals of Botany. The use of
certain bioinformatic tools in a context of structural rather than functional genomics can cast doubts about the
veracity of a large amount of data published in recent years. In this response, the contentions raised by
Samach are analysed, and rebuttals of his criticisms are presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Alternate bearing is a result of complex metabolic and molecu-
lar regulatory pathways in which flowering-related genes are
strongly implicated. In a recent paper published in this
journal we reported, for the first time, the effects of fruit on
the expression of putative homologues of genes involved in
flowering pathways. It was our aim to provide insight into
the molecular mechanisms underlying alternate bearing in
citrus (Citrus clementina) due to crop load. For detailed infor-
mation, please refer to our original paper (Mun˜oz-Fambuena
et al., 2011).
The main conclusion derived from our study was that fruit
modulates seasonal expression of flowering genes in alternate-
bearing ‘Moncada’ mandarin: novel and original research in
the context of fruit crop physiology (indeed, the publication
was awarded a Graduate Prize by the journal). The study of
the expression pattern of flowering-genes of on (fully
loaded) and off (without fruit) trees revealed that mainly
CiFT and also floral-identity genes (CsAP1 and CsLFY) are
highly involved in the process. No reference to choosing any
new developmental regulator, as Samach (2013) generalizes,
was included in our manuscript. Moreover, he claims that
‘the vast amount of new sequence data provides us with
great possibilities for giant leaps in our understanding’, and
he globally criticizes some current, frequently used methodo-
logical approaches. It is certainly the case that in recent
decades an astonishing advance in the development of new
databases and bioinformatic tools and platforms has taken
place (Rafalski, 2002). Nevertheless, current genome programs
generate large amounts of data that require significant process-
ing, storage and delivery to the research community (e.g.
Vassilev et al., 2005), not always resulting in a precise or com-
plete annotation of genes and associated proteins – especially
so if referred to EST collections. Previous publications have
already warned about the current limitations of bioinformatics
(see Rhee, 2005) and in this context it is well known that, as
the volume of sequence data increases exponentially, the
number of genes of unknown function – and, therefore, the
large amount of associated uncertainties, gaps or mismatches –
does as well (see Mwololo et al., 2010). It is fairly easy to
understand how this excess of information may be convenient-
ly interpreted when introduced into functional research, and
likewise conclusions may be exaggerated in scenarios of in
silico gene prospecting. In our opinion, however, this potential
lack of precision and the continuous improvement of bioinfor-
matic procedures should not be exploited to spread doubts
about the conclusions of functional studies that are just
focused on the role of previously described genes.
In his Viewpoint article, Samach alerts the reader to the pro-
blems that arise when mixing new databases with old ones and
their corresponding notations. In the following paragraphs we
will give concise evidence as to why the conclusions we
presented previously are as precise as possible in terms of
functionality, the main goal of our research.
(1) To analyse the expression of those genes previously iden-
tified and sequenced in citrus based on an EST collection,
the primers we used were selected for the specific ampli-
fication of the targets according to the current literature
and the corresponding public annotation. Any new devel-
opmental regulator was studied. Just as an example to il-
lustrate that Samach’s assertions are not necessarily as
precise as stated, we point out that when you BLAST the
EST supposedly containing CiFT to public databases (i.e.
NCBI) the unequivocal output is, precisely, CiFT. In add-
ition, it is worth mentioning that in combining in silico the
old with new and other particular non-published databases,
Samach appears to ignore that the increase in the number
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of genes of a given family is not a reason to invalidate the
functionality of a target, previously-annotated gene.
(2) To analyse the expression of those genes not yet identified
or annotated, a consensus sequence formed by all EST
homologues (from the Citrus Functional Genomics
Project; http://bioinfo.ibmcp.upv.es/genomics/cfgpDB/)
to the target Arabidopsis gene was built (see Huang and
Madan, 1999), and a specific primer was designed for
amplification. This methodology (with its understandable
limitations) is not new and in fact it is widely represented
in the bibliography.
(3) In order to provide transparent information for the reader,
we decided to include in our study, together with the se-
quence of the primer, a table with details about the nota-
tion of the EST with highest similitude to the target
gene previously described (see point 1) or the consensus
sequence designed (point 2). The fact that this sequence
was or was not annotated in the referenced database is
not so relevant from a functional perspective.
(4) Finally, the use of sequences from new, published data-
bases (e.g. Aleza et al., 2009) instead of being from previ-
ous ones would only affect the nomenclature and codes in
our published table.
All things considered, we understand that the ultimate goal of
functional genomics is to integrate large amounts of data so as
to increase basic knowledge about key biological processes.
Our study into the molecular mechanisms underlying alternate
bearing in fruit trees is a good example – with the known lim-
itations in the use of EST collections. And we hope that further
studies supported with new data will confirm or improve our
published results – which is, after all, the ultimate goal of sci-
entific research.
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